ABSTRACT. This is primarily a negative paper showing that a bound of the form 11 W (f )IIoperat o, .. 
It is natural to try to extend this to some nonproduct functions. Define for F E 9'(IWZfl)
the Weyl quantization, and its asymmetrical form Then A( f (x)g(p))= f (x)g(-iV) ,so one might expect that Theorem A extends to a result of the form At first sight this might seem incompatible with the fact that f , g E Lk does not imply that f(
and g E LP, does not imply ; but in fact, it is consistent, for f E L$ that f(x)g(y) on RZn is in weak LP, e.g., f ( x ) = g ( x ) = I X~-~I P where I{(x, y)lf(x)g(y) 2 111 = m . But f E LP and g E L& imply that f ( x ) g ( y ) E L{,(IWZn) by a simple argument. Indeed, for f fixed, f ( x ) g ( y ) E L{,(R~") ( 2 ) p"cy)(
From ( 2 ) {xi 1x1 < 1 } , then by (3), p W ( c y ) ( x , p ) 
